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Abstract—In application domains where perceived quality is limited by human senses, where data are inherently noisy, or where models are naturally inexact, approximate computing offers an attractive tradeoff between accuracy and energy or performance. While several approximate functional units have been proposed to date, the question of how these techniques can be systematically integrated into a design flow remains open.

Ideally, units like adders or multipliers could be automatically replaced with their approximate counterparts as part of the design flow. This, however, requires accurately modelling approximation errors to avoid compromising output quality.

Prior proposals have either focused on describing errors per-bit or significantly limited estimation accuracy to reduce otherwise exponential storage requirements. When multiple approximate modules are chained, these limitations become critical, and propagated error estimates can be orders of magnitude off.

In this paper, we propose an approach where both input distributions and approximation errors are modelled as Gaussian mixtures. This naturally represents the multiple sources of error that arise in many approximate circuits while maintaining reasonable memory requirements. Estimation accuracy is significantly better than prior art (up to 7.2x lower Hellinger distance) and errors can be accurately propagated through a cascade of approximate operations; estimates of quality metrics like MSE and MED are within a few percent of simulation-derived values.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Over the past decade, power and energy considerations have become a limiting factor for digital hardware design. Recently, approximate computing techniques [1–4] have been proposed to address this: the idea is that smaller, less complex circuits that compute almost the correct result are acceptable in many application domains. Domains that rely on sampling inherently noisy signals — ranging from biochemistry to radar processing — are tolerant of small errors, as are machine learning techniques such as deep neural networks.

A wide range of custom-designed approximate computing elements have been proposed, ranging from functional units (FUs) like approximate adders [5–9] or multipliers [10–12] to architectural components like approximate caches [13]. Overclocking and undervolting techniques can turn exact circuits into approximate variants. Methodologies for automatically approximating FUs in a design flow have also been proposed [10, 14]; the idea is that modules (e.g., adders) can be replaced with their approximate equivalents to optimize for a specific objective (e.g., energy) provided that an output quality constraint (known as QoS) for the entire circuit is not violated.

Key to such flows is an accurate estimation of the error introduced by approximate functional units (aFUs). The QoS depends on both the error generation (by approximate FUs) and error propagation across the rest of the circuit. Since inputs can vary a great deal, approximation errors are typically represented as statistical distributions [10, 14–18]; a key research question, therefore, is how to represent such distributions with sufficient accuracy and acceptable space overhead.

Much prior work has focused on modelling the bit error rate of approximate circuits — i.e., the number of bits that differ from the exact result [17, 19, 20]; this is appropriate when each bit represents an independent value (e.g., pixel), but substantially underestimates errors when bit vectors represent numerical quantities. Methods that attempt to model numerical values either model error distributions as single Gaussians [14, 16], or discretize the distribution in exponentially-sized intervals ($2^n, 2^{n+1}$), with a single count for all errors in an interval [10, 15]. These are compact, but offer a close estimate only around one central value (such as 0), and have poor accuracy when propagated across multiple aFUs.

In this paper, we observe that, while errors are not confined to small range around a fixed centre, they are also not spread out randomly across the full range of possible values. Instead, both error and output values can be efficiently represented and analytically propagated as a set of Gaussian distributions, i.e., a Gaussian mixture model. This formulation also lends itself naturally to characterizing error distributions for arbitrary aFUs (such as those generated through synthesis-like flows [20]), as estimation techniques for such models and their convergence properties are well known [21–23].

Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

- we propose a novel error estimation model based on Gaussian mixtures that represents both output and error distributions of aFUs using only a few Gaussians;
- we show that this approach is an effective model for value distributions observed in real applications;
- we develop rules to propagate output and error distributions through multiple precise and approximate FUs;
- we describe a space-efficient representation of the intrinsic error introduced by an aFU;
- we show how aFUs can be characterized through well-known machine-learning methods like expectation maximization (EM).

II. GAUSSIAN MIXTURE ERROR ESTIMATION (GMEE)

Consider a hypothetical approximate synthesis flow that takes a precise RTL design and automatically replaces some of the
computation units (e.g., adders or multipliers) with approximate versions. Such a flow can be cast as an optimization problem in which energy is minimized — subject to a minimum output quality constraint — by replacing some FUs with approximate versions [10, 14, 16, etc].

A key question that arises is how to estimate the output quality given a specific choice of approximate compute units. Exhaustive simulation and simulation-based Monte-Carlo sampling [19] require extensive computational effort and are practical only for small circuits (such as the FUs themselves) [15]. This motivates the need for a statistical approach, where statistical distributions are propagated through the approximate circuit to estimate the final error metric.

The steps of a statistics-based estimation flow are as follows:
1) obtain expected distributions for circuit inputs (e.g., through high-level simulation);
2) propagate the input distributions through the approximate circuit, keeping track of correct and incorrect values;
3) compute the final error metric from the output distribution.

In this section, we describe how to separately model the distributions of correct and incorrect values produced by an aFU, and how to propagate them across the entire circuit.

Reference and approximate distributions. Throughout the paper we will describe the statistical distributions of correct and erroneous results as probability mass functions (PMFs), using the following shorthands:

- The reference PMF (rPMF) refers to the values (e.g., outputs) observed in a non-approximate FU. We measure rPMFs directly by executing the relevant precise operation (e.g., addition) on the input data.
- The approximate PMF (aPMF) refers to the values produced by an aFU. We measure these by simulating an RTL implementation of the relevant aFU.
- The correct-part PMF (cPMF) are the correct outputs produced by an aFU, i.e., where the output matches that of the non-approximate version for the same inputs.
- The error-part PMF (ePMF) are the incorrect outputs produced by an aFU. Together, cPMF + ePMF = aPMF.

Gaussian mixture error model. We represent each PMF as a sum of a finite number K of weighted Gaussians:

$$ PMF = \sum_{i=1}^{K} w_i N(\mu_i, \sigma_i^2). $$

In addition, we make the assumption that the component Gaussians are independent; this heuristic makes propagation computations tractable, and fits well with empirical data.

Propagation through non-approximate FUs. The proposed error model, shown in Figure 1, separately propagates the cPMFs and ePMFs through the data paths in the design. Each FU is represented by a value transfer function that depends on the mathematical operation performed by the unit: this function combines the unit’s input distributions to produce an output distribution. For example, consider a non-approximate adder with two approximate inputs (denoted A and B), and corresponding input distributions:

$$ aPMF_A = cPMF_A + ePMF_A $$
$$ aPMF_B = cPMF_B + ePMF_B. $$

(Note that even though the non-approximate adder will not introduce any errors, it will propagate input errors to its output.)

For adders, the output PMF is the distribution of the sum, and so aPMF out is the convolution of the input PMFs;

$$ aPMF_{out} = aPMF_A * aPMF_B. $$

The Gaussian mixture representation and the independence assumption make it straightforward to propagate the cPMFs and ePMFs through the transfer functions. For example, the correct-part PMF of an adder output is

$$ cPMF_{out} = cPMF_A * cPMF_B $$
$$ = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{L} w_i w_j N(\mu_i, \sigma_i^2) * N(\mu_j, \sigma_j^2) $$
$$ = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{L} w_i w_j N(\mu_i + \mu_j, \sigma_i^2 + \sigma_j^2). $$

PMF propagation through approximate functional units. In addition to propagating errors, aFU models also represent errors introduced by the aFU. Given two cPMF inputs, where a non-approximate adder would produce a cPMF, an approximate adder model will produce both a cPMF and an ePMF.

We model each aFU as a combination of its non-approximate equivalent and filters that separate the output into a correct filter function cFF and an error filter function eFF. These filters are convolved with the output of the equivalent non-approximate adder to obtain the correct and erroneous distributions. Figure 2 illustrates this principle.

For example, the cPMF and ePMF outputs of an approximate adder are modelled as

$$ cPMF_{out} = cFF * (cPMF_A * cPMF_B) $$
$$ ePMF_{out} = eFF * (ePMF_A * ePMF_B + cPMF_A * ePMF_B + ePMF_A * ePMF_B) + cFF * (ePMF_A * cPMF_B + \cdots) $$

Although in principle cFF and eFF could be represented by any computable function, we restrict them to weighted sums of Gaussian distributions and Dirac δ functions; this ensures that aPMF and ePMF remain Gaussian mixtures and can be propagated as described above.

Compact representation of PMFs. To represent PMFs concisely, we observe that most Gaussian components of a PMF are in the ePMF part of the output and have passed through multiple cFFs, and so contribute very little to the overall mixture. In Sec. III, we quantify the accuracy loss due
to limited representation size, and discard all but six component Gaussians without noticeable loss of fidelity.

Automatically characterizing approximate components. Automatically generating aFUs through gate-level synthesis techniques [20] requires a characterization procedure to estimate the $cFF$ and $eFF$ filters without human intervention. Characterization is complicated by the fact that the errors generated by the aFU may be dependent on the input value range. The natural solution here is a lookup table addressed by input distribution parameters; because in GME it is possible that a given input can have many parameters (e.g., five $(\mu, \sigma, w)$ triples), however, such a table would have prohibitively many dimensions.

To reduce the number of dimensions, we take advantage of two insights. Firstly, we note that in practice the $rPMF$ suffices to capture the dependency, and the table need only be addressed by the parameters of $rPMF$ (which can be computed since the non-approximate equivalent unit is known). Secondly, because $rPMF$ is also a Gaussian mixture and convolution is distributive, $cFF$ and $eFF$ can be applied separately to each Gaussian component, and the results combined linearly to produce the complete output $cPMF$ and $ePMF$. This means that the $cFF$ and $eFF$ lookup tables for each component have only two dimensions and can be addressed by a $(\mu, \sigma)$ tuple.

The distributivity of convolution over $rPMF$ also allows approximate module characterization to be performed on single-Gaussian inputs. To characterize such a module, we:

1. sweep Gaussian parameters $\mu$ and $\sigma$ for each input so that eventually all combinations are covered for all inputs;
2. repeatedly sample the input distributions, and for each set of samples compute $rPMF$ and $apMF$ by simulating the non-approximate and approximate versions of the module; 
3. calculate the filter functions $aFF$ and $eFF$ for each output $(\mu, \sigma)$ by deconvolution of $rPMF$ with $cPMF$ and $ePMF$;
4. compute Gaussian mixture representations for $aFF$ and $eFF$ via Expectation Maximization [22].

This results in an $(aFF, eFF)$ pair for each reference output $(\mu, \sigma)$. Since both are represented as Gaussian mixtures, they require three numbers for each component Gaussian, a total of fifteen numbers for the $(aFF, eFF)$ pair. With 1,000 values for each $\mu$ and $\sigma$, ~57 MB of storage space are required for each approximate component — well within the footprint of a design resource such as an ASIC library.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Methods. We used RTL Verilog to implement circuits with one and two levels of 32-bit approximate ETAIIM adders with 4 bits per block and three-block carry chains [5, Fig. 3]; we used RTL-level simulation to obtain the $cFF$ and $eFF$ tables as well as to obtain true simulation results to evaluate GME. Bluespec RTL-level simulation of a H.264 decoder [24] was used to obtain realistic input data for the approximate adders. The remainder of the error models were implemented in Matlab.

As a baseline, we used modified interval arithmetic (MIA) [15] and a single normal distribution (SAM) [16]. We used the EM algorithm to fit all Gaussians in GME. For test inputs, we selected three single Gaussian distributions with a mean of 0 and different standard deviations ($\sigma = 32, 4096, 32768$), a best-case scenario for MIA and SAM. We also included real input distributions observed at the inputs of two critical-path adders in the interpolation module of the H.264 decoder to represent real-world behaviour. We sampled each distribution at least 100,000 times.

GME representations survive across propagations. Figures 3a and 3b show the output of one-adder and two-adder fragments of the H.264 interpolation pipeline where the adders were replaced with ETAIIM versions, and the MIA, SAM, and GME estimates for the output distribution. The SAM model does poorly because $\sigma$-only propagation quickly increases $\sigma$s to cover errors introduced by approximation: $\sigma$ increases $16\times$ after the first adder and $8\times$ more after the second. The MIA model is a close estimate around 0, but its granularity becomes very coarse in this example where most values exceed 2,000. Because GME can model multiple distribution peaks, propagation results closely correspond to actual simulation outputs.

A small number of Gaussians suffices to represent realistic distributions. Figure 3c shows the Hellinger distance (a measure of distribution similarity where 0 is identical and 1 signifies no overlap [25]) of a GME model fit to the input distribution observed at the two H.264 adders, and the computation cost (in terms of thousands of convolutions) required to propagate the distributions across one approximate adder. As few as 5 to 7 Gaussians per $aPMF$ bring the Hellinger distance close to 0; all other diagrams in this paper use a mixture of 5 Gaussians.

GME closely tracks different input distributions. Figures 3d quantifies the fit quality of the three estimates for different input distributions after propagating through one and two approximate adders. Even in cases that favour MIA and SAM ($\mu = 0$, small $\sigma$), the Hellinger distance between the GME estimate and the actual simulation output is much lower.

Quality metrics computed from GME representations are better estimates. Figures 3e and 3f show the mean squared error (MSE) and mean error distance (MED) metrics estimated from the three estimation techniques, normalized to the corresponding metric obtained from directly simulating the approximate circuit. In all cases, the quality metric estimate derived from GME is within a few percent of the simulation-based value: the maximum MSE deviation is 17% (gmean 2.4%), while the MED never deviates by more than 0.3%.
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Fig. 3. (a) The output of an approximate adder in the H.264 decoder (grey = simulation results) compared to GMEE (thick red line), MIA (thin blue line), and SAM (dashed green line) estimates; (b) shows the results and estimates propagated across two approximate adders. (c) illustrates the tradeoff between accuracy (Hellinger distance) and computation complexity (1000s of convolutions) as the count of Gaussians in GMEE increases. (d) shows the Hellinger distance of the three error estimates with different input distributions; the left half shows propagation across one approximate adder, and the right half shows propagation across two. (e) shows the mean squared error, and (f) the mean error distance, of the three estimates, normalized to the MSE and MED obtained from simulation.


